How can we assist?
When you partner with us, you’ll find us to be friendly, resourceful, reliable, and
responsive. We thrive on collaborating with you to determine the solutions that
will best solve your challenges. Our detail-oriented team, who are proficient at
handling the complexity of fixture resets, can help retailers and manufacturers
alike, realize financial and productivity savings.
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We’re ready to partner with you to help you
and your team accelerate your success.
Call us at 800.888.0889.
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Procedures to simplify
and streamline
We create fixture planograms that are easy to read, and we take extra steps
while developing them to be sure the stores or third-party merchandisers can
accurately and efficiently set fixture walls. We take the time to validate the fit for
each planogram size and correctly designate notch numbers to ensure the final set
matches the original vision. Doing these extra steps eliminates the issue of fixtures
not fitting in the field.
Additionally, we create planogram booklets for the manufacturer customized to
their brand and products that includes product images for the full set. The booklet
provides the merchandiser all the information needed to reset any store in one
handy piece.

Helping create a memorable
shopping experience
The primary goal for any store is to create a great shopping experience so customers
purchase more per trip, will tell others about it, and keep coming back. Many
elements go into creating an extraordinary shopping experience, including service,
product assortment, store layout, and even the fixtures used throughout the store.
Beyond gondolas, spinners, endcaps, and others, are the specialty fixtures used in
cosmetics departments and a few other categories that require special attention.

Improving efficiencies
and effectiveness
Like any other area of the store, the cosmetics department needs to look attractive,
up-to-date, and easy to shop to draw in consumers to browse and buy. However,
whereas most other fixtures don’t require ongoing attention as long as they are
kept clean and in functioning order, cosmetics in particular, have one or more fixture
resets each year.
For cosmetics and other departments with unique fixtures, it’s important to remain
current with the latest ones available, which means managing the ordering,
reordering, and replacement on an ongoing basis. Managing fixture resets and
reorder accessibility consists of many moving pieces and parties, including the
cosmetics brand, the fixture manufacturer, the retailer’s teams at the corporate
office, and individual stores. HRG’s experienced staff can coordinate all of
these stakeholders to improve efficiencies throughout the process and ensure a
successful multiple-location replacement and/or installation.

Tools to improve productivity
and reduce costs
We’ve created tools and processes that improve the efficiency of fixture
implementation from pallet assembly of the pieces and product, to the
in-store execution.
Our efficient kitting process reduces waste, and for large rollouts or resets, it
can reduce in-store set-up time by up to 50%. It includes reducing the quantity
of fixtures being sent to stores by managing store-specific fixture use. We also
determine if fixtures that are no longer going to be used by one brand can be
utilized by another.
We developed column packing logic to organize the boxes placed on the pallet
in the opposite order that they will be needed, so what is needed first, is the first
available. For stores that have limited backroom or aisle space, column packing
allows store personnel to bring just the number of boxes needed to set a small
section at a time.
Being able to open the boxes in the order you need to build the fixtures aids the
efficiency of implementation, as do our instruction guides and videos that
correlate with the fixture planogram, and details through pictures and text, how to
build the unit when there are complex or new parts being added. By following the
step-by-step directions for unpacking and assembling displays in the instruction
guides and/or video, breakage and re-order costs can be significantly reduced. The
visual explanations can also minimize language barriers.
If there is breakage or the need to reorder parts, our custom-built websites
offer an online central location where stores can see fixture images to make it
easy to find the correct piece. Stores will only see the information specific to their
subscription, to minimize mistakes and confusion. Retailers will also appreciate the
shipment tracking which will help labor scheduling.
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